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Abstract: Values education is an initiative to produce individuals with an active role in self-development, society and nation. The real aim of values education is to develop students with a strong personal identity and moral perspectives abilities. In the context of achieving values education, teachers’ are the most influential person and play a pivotal role, and it is essential to understand teachers’ perception related to values education. The present study established to examine extant studies on teachers’ perception of values education implementation in the school. This research practised Systematic Literature Review methodology, led by PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses), relevant articles sought from electronic databases, Web of Science and Scopus identified 14 linked studies after screening and quality assessment. This review paper analyses two significant themes of teachers’ perception based on two research question, namely, (1) challenges and barriers and (2) teachers’ support. From those two major themes, further produced five sub-themes. Findings indicate that teachers’ reported obstacles in values education implementation such as teachers’ competence, teachers’ concern of students, and time constraints. Teachers felt supports that would improve their strengths to implement values education from collaboration support and teacher education. This suggestion of themes contributes to concerned parties to improve values education strategies that are in line with teachers’ capacities, interests, and the challenges in the globalisation era.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Values and education are very interrelated and coalescing. Values are nourished by visions. Aristotle established that education developed an individual’s mindset and abilities to perceive the highest existence, morality and virtue [1]. Education described as equipping individuals with knowledge, beliefs, ethical, and behaviours that will influence their lives [2]. In order to cultivate good citizens, values are reflected in the type of educational experience and always been a part of the school curriculum [3]. In other words, values education associated with many terms such as moral education, religious education, civic education, character education, citizenship education or homeland education [4]–[6]. Lickona (1991) mentioned that values education is a process to transfer values in education through curriculum

and moral climate in school [7]. According to Halstead and Taylor (2000), values education refers to the development of attitudes and personal qualities [8]. Aspin (2007) stated that values education is an introduction of values to the young generation in order to behave in a community with values applied [9]. Values education present in the explicit and implicit curriculum [6], [10]. The concept of values education may define differently in different countries based on their social, cultural, economic, socio-historical and socio-political reasons. However, all country may have common sharing in terms of goals in values education. Many developed and developing countries focus on values education in their national education system due to the demand of the society to develop great future citizens for sustainable in the economy, politic, social, science and technology. For example, the initiatives had made by the United States of America government to introduce the iCivics programs into their national curriculum [11]. This effort is to provide civic engagement to their students in an interactive way and for the long term goal to create active citizens for a better future life. Same goes to other Western countries, European and Asia like Australia, England, Turkey, India, Singapore and many more country had efforts to strength values education in their national education curriculum for a sustainable future. Other reasons to implement values education is to develop active citizenship among youth especially students such as prevent them from a moral crisis, create awareness towards nature and community and improve their attitudes to face challenges in this modern epoch [12]. There is a responsibility for educating future citizens as a person able to think and to act with moral abilities. In countries like China, the socialization of the young people seen as a vital part of the process of building a new order in society [13]. A study by Matakupan, Putrawan and Neolaka (2019) showed that students’ citizenship behaviour need towards environment sustainable [14]. We realized that values education across a variety of disciplines. Because of that, the importance of values education implementation in all aspects and phases cannot be denied.

For successful of values education, involves teachers’ efforts to deal with community needs and teachers often conceptualised as primary agents and sources of values for the young generations. According to Arthur (2011), teachers require to view themselves as moral agents and manifest the kind of positive representative moral behaviour that the nation required to see in students as their future civilian [15].
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Teachers play a vital dimension of values education besides other stakeholders due to they are the most intimate group to students, albeit the students first gain their values from their parents and family [5]. Lovat and Hawkes (2013) also added that teachers’ role is meaningful in affecting students’ formation [5]. Teachers’ have a more significant influence in curriculum practice, intellectual stimulus, and teachers influence are a dominant factor in the actual implementation of values education. According to Carr (1998), values education belongs to the soul of the role of teachers [16]. If teachers are teaching values just the same with other school subjects, this can be affected by a failure of values education implementation. Education is about the development of persons and every part seen teachers have full responsibility to educate the young generation with values. As Lovat, Clement, Dally and Toomey (2010) stated, holistic development of students as a piece of holistic pedagogy, and this is related to teacher effective performance [17].

Naturally, the values education lead along with the investigation of teachers’ part in an individual’s development and teachers’ ability in the implementation. Although teachers seen as values transmitter and have abilities to cause desirable values learning in students, most important is attending carefully to teachers perceptions of values education implementation. Teachers may be less affected than the other person in other professions, but teachers work with a human being, the innovations in the system education and the more general process of social transformation make the teaching profession very challenges. Teachers are encouraged to create supportive environments and great emphasis relationship in teaching values due to high demand from society [18].

Teachers have much advice on how to tackle values in teaching practice; however, lack of review studies exist determining the prior held perceptions and perspectives of these teachers towards values education. Key stakeholders need to understand the challenges and barriers faced by teachers to implement values education. Other than that, all stakeholders need to identify teachers support to effectively implement values education for their students. For empower teachers abilities to teach values education, it is very imperative to look deeper into their perceptions, views and perspectives towards values education. According to Li, Kennedy and Tan (2016), teachers’ perception might influence teacher’ attitudes, behaviour and methods to the practice of civic education in schools [13]. Teachers’ perception is the mental process by the individual teachers to acquire knowledge from the surrounding environments, interprets the information, classifies it into their mental framework and related to their teaching [19]. Teachers’ perception also associated with teachers’ attitudes and teachers’ behaviour towards values education implementation.

A systematic review is an explicit method to examine and analyse data in critically based on specific criteria. For this study, the authors’ using PRISMA four-phase of a flow diagram to run a systematic review process. Despite abundance studies on values education, attempts to review these studies are still requiring. This review article aims to fill the chasm in examine and identifies the values education perception among school teachers. Before this study, review articles on values education is quite general and not present detail analysis on how the review procedures implemented, so it is quite tricky and challenging for future researchers to reflect on the study. Furthermore, this review study is crucial for all stakeholders due to teachers’ is expected to play a desirable role for successful of values education implementation. As this systematic review study focuses on analysing articles with empirical data, we will not present a critical theoretical analysis that can be discovered in the literature elsewhere.

II. METHODOLOGY

This systematic review utilized the method called PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses) to retrieve articles related to the teachers’ perception towards values education implementation in school from databases resources, namely, Web of Science and Scopus. PRISMA as guidelines used to manage the systematic review process based on a four-phase flow diagram, through identify phase, screening, qualification (eligibility), extract the data and analyse phase.

A. PRISMA

PRISMA directed this systematic review and consists of four-phase flow-diagram [20]. PRISMA consistently run the systematic review process in the context of medical science and health disciplines. However, in terms of retrieve and analysis articles with quality assessment, the PRISMA quite general of other studies included Social Sciences. The advantages of using PRISMA allows a rigorous search of terms and related to teachers’ perception of values education in school. PRISMA supports researchers and reviewers to improve their review study in performing, presenting or reporting.

B. Resources

Journal databases were electronic and concerned areas of education, social sciences and humanities. Two primary databases searched are Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus. WoS is the first database used in this review and produced by Thomson Reuters (ISI). WoS consists of more than 33,000 credible journals with the inclusion of 256 fields of study. Every publication indexed within WoS has passed through a rigorous evaluation process. Most of WoS journals written in English and have a high impact [21].

The following database practised in this review is Scopus and it introduced by Elsevier Science in 2004. Scopus is the most extensive searchable citation and abstract with more 22,000 titles of journals from more than 5000 global publishers. There is a variety of field code function in the Scopus database. One of the critical field code function is TITLE-ABS-KEY, and it is referring to title, abstract and keywords. This code function beneficial to create more article related to the author’s study. Scopus comprises journals from high-level discipline includes life science, health science, environmental science, physical science and social science. Scopus reviewed every year of journals in their lists to ensure the quality of publishing articles well maintained.
C. Eligibility and exclusion criteria

In order to select studies for the systematic review, a few eligibility and exclusion criteria determined. For the first criteria, only journal articles with empirical data and published in the scholarly journal are accepted. This review excluded all the literature type published as review articles, articles in conference proceedings, book and chapter in a book. Following criteria, the searching efforts focus on articles published in English. The third criterion, a timeline of 10 years of journal articles, is chosen between 2009 and 2019. Finally, in line with the objective of this review, to examine teachers’ perception of values education in school, articles focus on educators in universities or higher education are excluded (see Table 1). This study also includes pre-service teachers’ perception of values education.

Table- I: The eligibility and exclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature category</td>
<td>Journal (studies with empirical data)</td>
<td>Journal (articles without empirical data) books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Other than English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeline</td>
<td>From 2009 to 2019</td>
<td>&lt;2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Systematic review process

A review process begins in July 2019 and four phases implicated in the systematic review process. The first stage identified the keywords practised in the search process. Based on preceding studies and glossary, keywords linked and parallel to values education, teachers’ perception and implementation used (see Table 2). At this level, 53 articles retrieve using database selected, Web of Science (5 articles) and Scopus (48 articles). After the precise screening, two replicated articles excluded.

Table-II: The search string practised for the systematic review process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Databases used</th>
<th>Keywords applied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web of Science</td>
<td>TS=((&quot;value* education&quot; OR &quot;civic education&quot; OR &quot;moral education&quot; OR &quot;character education&quot; OR &quot;citizenship&quot;) AND (&quot;teacher*&quot; OR &quot;educator&quot;) AND (&quot;perception&quot; OR &quot;view&quot; OR &quot;opinion&quot; OR &quot;perspective&quot; OR &quot;perspectives&quot;) AND (&quot;implementation&quot; OR &quot;application&quot;) AND (&quot;school&quot; OR &quot;classroom&quot;) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>TITLE-ABS-KEY ((&quot;value* education&quot; OR &quot;civic education&quot; OR &quot;moral education&quot; OR &quot;character education&quot; OR &quot;citizenship&quot;) AND (&quot;teacher*&quot; OR &quot;educator&quot;) AND (&quot;perception&quot; OR &quot;view&quot; OR &quot;opinion&quot; OR &quot;perspective&quot; OR &quot;perspectives&quot;) AND (&quot;implementation&quot; OR &quot;application&quot;) AND (&quot;school&quot; OR &quot;classroom&quot;) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The screening was the second phase applied in this review. At this level, a total of 51 studies qualified to review. A total of 23 studies excluded due not to the inclusion criteria. Twenty-eight full articles accessed for eligibility at the third phase. These twenty-eight full articles following attentive checking and assessment, a total of 14 articles eliminated due to some studies did not concentrate on teachers’ perception of values education and did not apply in school context. The final phase of this review process ended in a result of 14 studies accepted for in-depth analysis (see Fig. 1).

E. Data extraction and analysis efforts

The 14 studies evaluated and analysis based on the objective and the formed research question. The data extracted by comprehensive reading the abstracts and full articles and then applied content analysis to full articles to recognize themes and sub-themes related to teachers’ perception towards values education implementation in the school.

III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

The systematic review efforts produced two central themes linked to teachers’ perception of values education implementation in school. The two main themes are challenges and teachers’ support. Some sub-themes emerged from the challenges theme, namely, teachers’ competence, teachers’ concern of students and time constraints. Two sub-themes developed from the second theme, specifically, collaboration and teacher education (Table 3).
Based on the country, a total of six studies focused on Asian teachers’ perception of values education implementation [13], [18], [22]–[25]. Five studies focused on European teachers’ perception [26]–[30], one study concentrated on teachers’ perception in Australia country, one study conducted in South Africa and one study focused on teachers’ perception of values education in Cyprus.

Regarding years published, the period of 10 years chosen between 2009 and 2019. Two articles published in 2018, three studies publication issued in 2017, three studies issued in 2016, two studies issued in 2015, one study issued in 2012, one study issued in 2010, and two studies issued in 2009.

Concerning the methodology applied in the selected articles, two studies used the quantitative method, eight studies employed the qualitative method, and four studies applied a mixed methods (quantitative and qualitative) approach.

### Table III: The findings of 14 articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) /countries</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Theme-Challenges and barriers</th>
<th>Theme-Teachers support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ariffin (2017)-Indonesia</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devjak et al. (2009)-Slovenia</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koh et.al (2016)-Singapore</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacia and Ittel (2017)-Germany</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson and Knowles (2009)-UK</td>
<td>QN</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, Kennedy and Tan (2016)-China</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li and Tan (2017)-China</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long and McPolin (2010)-N.Ireland</td>
<td>QN</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozdilekler et al. (2018)-Cyprus</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mphalahla and Mposu (2018)-S.Africa</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang and Chou (2015)-Taiwan</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson and Bentley (2016)-Australia</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNaughton (2012)-UK</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al. (2015)-Hong Kong</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QN=Quantitative; QL=Qualitative; MM=Mixed Method

### A. What do teachers recognize as challenges to implement values education in schools?

The area teachers recognized as challenges related to values education implementation categorized into three sub-themes: teachers’ competency, teachers’ concern of students, and time constraints.

#### 1. Teachers’ competency challenge

A total of 12 out of 14 studies concentrated on teachers’ competency challenge in values education implementation. Competence is an integrated combination of knowledge, skills, personality and attitudes to recognize a particular activity in a specific context. From the review, three main competencies cited by teachers as inhibiting factors to values education, namely, knowledge, skills and attitudes. Teachers are keen to implement values education, but they faced a lack of knowledge [22], [23], [26]. Values education requires teachers to understand the notion of values, but most of them do not understand clearly the concept, terminology of values and shared values that related to their teaching subject [27], [30]. Some of the teachers clarifying values through their personal experience and make less discussion of values with their students [13], [24]. Teachers’ felt they wanted clarity to implement values education in line with educational aims. According to Li, Kennedy and Tan (2016) and Li and Tan (2017) studies, teachers might inaccurately or unintentionally misinterpret the implementation of values education as politic or government agenda [13], [24].

Skills competency critical for teachers to deliver values education. From this review, teachers expressed concerns related to specific skills for teaching values to their students. Teachers felt they are not good enough to apply teaching skills in terms of values education. Teachers faced a challenge to define and to teach values in terms of clarifying or simplifying the concept of values.
values to their students, especially in a real situation [23]. Teachers are struggling to determine appropriate strategies for teaching values education due to less specific guidelines from teacher education [28]. Arifin (2017) study found that teachers not capable of integrating values into their teaching lessons; for example, they isolated teaching core-subject and teaching values [22]. Teacher also fewer skills of understanding students level of developments and they used any method without thinking students cognitive abilities and social growth [28]. Ozdilekler (2018) study reported that teachers’ are not capable of using technology as an interactive medium for teaching values, albeit they are excellence in find available right resources related to values education [31]. Teachers did not plan to incorporate values into teaching lesson instead of teaching values by spontaneously. Chang and Chou (2015) studies found that teachers faced difficulty with explaining to their students about good virtue during the e-character education (CE) lesson [25]. On the contrary, Maphalala and Mpofu (2018) studies reveal that teachers used diverse strategies to teach values such as case studies, role-plays and discussion [32]. Teachers believe a variety of strategies will create a positive environment and active participation among students towards values learning [32].

For attitudes competency, teachers believe they have the authority and play a vital part in teaching values education to students [31]. Teachers affirmed that they have efforts to instill values by showing an ethical manner and become a role model to their students through their action and present attitudes [27]. Teachers also realized that teaching values would have a significant impact on students’ behaviour and academic achievements. A study reported by Li, Kennedy and Tan (2016), Chinese teachers believe that they have high civic awareness, 74% teachers mentioned patriotism is important, and 80.2% of teachers felt angry with negatives statement-making by other people to their country [13]. Studies by Peterson and Knowles (2009) have shown that students-teachers committed to the development of active citizenship [30]. However, Arifin (2017) study reveals that in-service teacher convey teaching values to students as the final task list due to delivering knowledge in the main subject is prioritize task and more important than promoting values. Teachers also claimed that they do not have the confidence to teach values due to their mindset that teachers need to build their character first before instilling values to students [22]. Wong (2015) study reveal that some teachers perceived negative attitudes on implementation of Moral and National Education (MNE) due to their judgements of MNE as a patriotic agenda [18]. They are also labelling the MNE as ‘political brainwashing’ from the government that might give a negative effect on students and school environments [18]. Teachers’ attitudes competency has a significant association with teachers’ orientation in values teaching.

ii. Teachers concern of students challenge

Six studies focused on the teachers’ concerns of their students in the implementation of values education. Teachers by nature should be a concern of students, but in terms of values education teachers worried too much of students’ readiness and these perceptions seen not well. McNaughton (2012) study found that teachers were concerned regarding students’ thinking and the level of their understanding in terms of activities and discussion related to values education. For example, teachers’ felt worried about students level of thinking in controversial issues and sometimes that issues become debated among students’ [29]. Long (2010) also found that teachers expressed concerns with students thinking, applying of values education in another context, and how teachers will evaluate this thinking [28]. Koh (2017) study also reported that teachers faced challenges in explaining the meaning of values in a simple way to their students. Teachers reveal that students have responded to the meaning in different understanding [23]. Teachers believe that students not ready for values education due to students still struggling with exam-oriented and focus more on academic achievements rather than values. Besides, students’ not take precedence of values education due to many schools locate the subject as the last period of the day [26]. Teachers stated that students do not merely respond to the content of values. Teachers perceived that some students do not receive values taught from their parents [33]. Bacia and Ittel (2017) studies reported that teachers do not want to encourage and do not want to argue with their students in terms of values due to their parents are difficult to engage [27]. Teachers also reported a lack of teaching tools into teaching values for students to feel more motivated and interested in values education make them put this task in the last place. Teachers also reveal that to develop students’ empathy is quite robust in terms of values education. Teachers believed that this situation related to students experience and family background. McNaughton (2012) affirmed that teachers must admit students’ sensitivity and keep in mind that students also have a right and beliefs [29].

iii. Time constraints challenge

From this review, six studies mentioned time constraints as a challenge of teachers’ for teachers in values education implementation. Teachers perceive a lack of planning due to their teaching workload [28], [33]. Teachers stated that they, not enough time to manage with values teaching initiatives due to the increased workload in school [26], [28]. For example, teachers stated that they do not have time to plan and familiarise with assessment task, thinking skills activities, teachers capabilities in personal and civic education teaching [28]. Teachers mentioned with little allocation time of values education implementation, they just merely teaching values and select any materials without thinking the impact of their lesson plan to students’ achievements. Devjak (2010) reveal that citizenship and Homeland education subject is a place for only one hour per week, and it is not adequate [26]. Bacia and Ittel (2017) found that teachers faced a challenge of time to make teacher-parent cooperation due to teachers’ workload [27]. A study from Arifin (2017) reveals that teachers felt exhausted in terms of values education evaluation tasks [22]. Koh (2017) study show that teachers faced challenging to spend time between preparing skills of their athletes and teaching values in the implementation of values training among sports students [23].
B. What supports do teachers feel would improve their strength to implement values education?

Two areas found in this review that addressed teachers’ need for support in implementation values education. They were in the areas of collaboration support and teacher education support.

i. Collaboration support

A total of nine studies out of 14 studies reported that teachers always need collaboration support from other stakeholders in terms of values education implementation. Teachers believe that a culture of collaboration would increase the effectiveness of values education [31]. Teachers mentioned the significance of collaborating with other teachers, administrators, parents, community and government in order to not only create an atmosphere that enhances for values education implementation but also to produce active team approach towards values education. Devjak (2009) study reveals that teachers felt dissatisfied with interpersonal collaboration with external colleagues and professionals in terms of citizenship and homeland education [26]. Bacia and Ittel (2017) also found that communication between teachers and the headmaster is weak in terms of citizenship and character education implementation [27]. Koh, Camire, Regina and Soon (2016) study found that physical education teachers agreed that schools must give moral support and upheld to raise awareness towards the implementation of values among teachers due to some negative perceptions made by other subject teachers [23]. Other study reveals that teachers do not feel safe and refuse to teach civic education due to pressure and negative perception from parents and media in terms of creating future citizen for the nation [18]. In line with this, teachers want policymakers to have structure planning to overcome an issue faced by teachers and society. Teachers believe that collaboration was the key to the success of values education implementation, and it will not be adequate to rely on one party to implement it [13], [18], [22], [24], [26], [27], [31], [32]. Teachers also need support from other stakeholders to accomplish their roles as values educators.

ii. Teacher education

A total of 10 studies reported that teachers’ needs teacher education to support their roles in values education implementation. Devjak (2010) study found that teachers affirmed that additional education and training should provide resources and pedagogical skills for values teaching. Long (2010) affirmed that teachers training must assist teachers with personal growth and reflective practice in teaching to ensure they have capacities and a holistic approach towards values education [28]. Teacher institution training needs to prioritize teacher programs with educational and psychological theories of child developments to enhance teachers’ knowledge of students abilities and students level development [28]. Maphalala and Mpofu (2018) stated that the school management team must consider teachers professional development before have appointed them to teach values in the curriculum [32]. From this review, many researchers indicated that it would be imperative to provide values in education instruction and training in teacher training institute or in-service teacher education programs. Li and Tan (2017) and Wong et al. (2015) reported that teachers need professional development to increase their awareness and create a positive mindset due to some teachers have a negative perception and personal judgement of values education implementation [18], [24]. McNaughton (2016) study reveals that teachers need teacher education programs to create critical reflection practice towards values education implementation [29]. Long (2010) study stated that teachers expressed interests to participate in professional development programs that relate to personal and civic education. Teachers motivated to gain more knowledge from professional development programs as they received previously while in pre-service teacher education. Through initial teacher education programs, the undergraduate teacher would increase their opportunities in practice skills of values education implementation [28].

IV. DISCUSSION

The main objectives of the present this systematic review was to examine studies that have explored teachers’ perception of values education implementation in the school. Two research question developed to achieve this review objectively. From the research question, there are several emerging sub-themes related to the teacher’s views as their challenges in terms of values education implementation, namely teachers’ competency, teachers concern of students and time constraints. This review reveals that significant challenge faced by teachers is teacher competency. Teachers competency should take into account due to the review resulted in 12 studies related to teachers’ knowledge, skills and attitudes as challenges in values education implementation. Teachers must have the ability to set appropriate subject knowledge relating to values education and the aims of the national curriculum [6]. For attitudes competency to teach values education, teachers realized they possess values authority. However, from this review, teachers do not appreciate that they are elected representatives of the community includes parents for the successful formation of students’ values. Teachers must realize whether they intend it or not, teachers are teaching more than subject matter. Then it becomes imperative to have a critical reflection of the values related to their teaching subject. The importance of having competent teachers in values education cannot be underestimated; failure to make the right decision about instil values to students will have fatal consequences. Devjak, Blazic and Devjak (2009) insist that the teacher needs to organized, systematic in their works and must have a responsibility in choosing or planning lesson of values education [26]. From this review, many researchers agreed that teachers must have specific competency and positive attitudes towards values education.

In terms of teachers concerns of students, most studies discussed students’ thinking ability and students receptivity as teachers challenge in the implementation of values education. Teachers must shift their judgement and make some efforts to
find suitable strategies for values education implementation. Teachers must respect each student as a unique human being and has potential. Teachers encouraged to make an establishment of developing trusts with students’ abilities. Teachers need to become comfortable to allow their students to take parts into values discussion and need to see the students more in terms of values transfers. The time aspect is very significant in values education. Most of the studies reveal that teachers faced difficult to plan of values education teaching because of limited time. More time demands to be allocated to teachers for practice, preparing and evaluating in values education. Provisions need to be made to place values education in the school time table.

Values education was carried out in a teacher-centred approach. In order to supports teachers’ and values education implementation, necessary provisions need to be taken in teacher training. Teacher education programs should focus on teacher competency, especially contextual knowledge courses, instruction skills and ethics in terms of values education implementation [28]–[30]. The instructional strategies associated with values education must be explicitly taught to teachers. Teachers should be encouraged to participate in teachers’ professional development programs such as a seminar or workshop related to values education. The seminar or workshop provides must create opportunities for teachers to think, reflect and talk about their teaching practice and experiences of values education. This seminar would not be professional in nature but focuses on practical and discussion of values education practice among teachers.

Active collaboration helpful in terms of the success of values education due to teachers, schools, parents, policymakers or government are sharing common goals in values education [28]. School leaders and parents should encourage teachers towards values education, and teachers should solicit other advice in complicated situations in terms of values education. According to Durdukoça (2019), professional development related to values education should explicitly develops for teachers, and active collaboration supports such as from media can be involved to enhance an appreciation for values education [34]. If teachers are essential to engage in integrating and implementing values education, they must be prepared to apply in teacher education programs or professional development programs. Conceptually all themes and sub-themes in this review are linked. Overall, this systematic review provided evidence to suggest teachers faced challenges in terms of values education implementation, and they need strong supports in their professional learning and practice in order to successfully achievement of values education aims.

**Recommendation for future research**

From the review, it is essential to explore the reasons underlying teachers’ competency in three domain (knowledge, skills and attitudes) towards values education. According to Carr (1998), professional teachers values are best appreciated based on three aspects related to teachers competency namely, ‘intellectual virtues’, ‘procedural virtues’ and ‘moral virtues’ [16]. More research needs to be done to understand the teachers’ beliefs to integrate values education into their teaching due to teachers’ beliefs have reflected on teachers attitudes, and it is very related to teachers’ perceptions [18], [35]. More quantitative studies are needed as it offers more respondents to generalize the results. Other than that, mixed-methods studies suggest in order to offer in-depth analysis, get details explanation from participants, including experts, and combining the results with statistical data from quantitative analysis. Finally, further research is necessary to refine and validate the themes and subthemes that emerged from this review study from experts’ context.

**V. CONCLUSION**

While many researchers have debated of values education, a few have described the perceptions of teachers in values education through review analysis. The 14 findings from this review suggested that there are two themes of teachers’ perception based on research question developed. Five sub-themes emerged from this review on values education implementation need to be seen as crucial issues to support teachers for values education initiatives. Articles selected for this systematic review found across multiple studies can be fundamental view and approach for scholars, policymakers, and curriculum development division or teacher education to enhance strategies and teachers development programs of values education.
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